Alleged U.S. Damage Shown

Cambodia Claims 26 Killed
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Top The Morning

AN INTERVIEW with TV's 'Perry Mason' is a good "real" bit of the other day. The actor, known for playing the sleuth on the hill, sat down to talk about his show. The actor, who has been a resident of the city for some years, talked about his work and the challenges of portraying the sleuth of the same name. The actor's passion for the role was evident, and he spoke about the importance of bringing the character to life on screen. The interview was a great opportunity to learn more about the actor and his approach to the role.

SPORTS 

The Oklahoma State Cowboys played a strong game against the Sooners. The game was filled with hard-fought battles, and both teams showed great skill and determination. The Cowboys emerged victorious, securing their place in the championship series. The match was a testament to the strength of Oklahoma State's football program.

Motorist Escapes Serious Injury

A 19-year-old man escaped serious injury Friday when his home-made stunt car rolled down a hill. The driver, who was performing a stunt for a film, lost control of the car and it rolled down the hill. Fortunately, the driver was able to escape the car before it hit a tree. The driver suffered some minor injuries, but is expected to make a full recovery.

1,500 March On Embassy

The march on the U.S. Embassy in Oklahoma City was a peaceful protest against the Vietnam War. The demonstrators, who were demanding an end to the war, marched through the streets and gathered at the embassy. The police were on hand to ensure order and safety, and there were no incidents.

Tulsa Changes

The city of Tulsa has announced new changes to its building code. The changes are aimed at improving the safety and quality of new buildings. The new code includes stricter regulations for materials and construction practices. The changes were met with mixed reactions, with some residents supporting the improvements and others expressing concern about the increased costs.

Protestors Blister by Agnew

Protestors who were demonstrating against the Vietnam War were met with harsh words by U.S. Vice President Spiro Agnew. During his speech, Agnew condemned the protesters, referring to them as a "small, radical minority." The speech was met with outrage by demonstrators, but Agnew stood firm in his stance.

Soviet Author Blasts Defector's "Poesy Ties"

The Soviet Union has condemned the defection of a former Soviet citizen to the United States. The defection has drawn criticism from the Soviet government, which has accused the defector of spreading propaganda and spreading lies about the country. The Soviet government has threatened legal action against the defector.

Family Values

Once again, family values seem to be on the decline. According to a recent study, the rate of divorce in the United States has increased sharply. The study found that more than half of all marriages end in divorce, a significant increase from previous decades. The study also highlighted the role of social and economic factors in contributing to the rise in divorce rates.

Inside News

Dixie, Willie Rock and Red Skelton were among the stars on hand for a recent benefit concert. The event was held to raise funds for the local hospital, and it was a huge success. Dixie, who has been a resident of the city for many years, spoke about the importance of supporting local causes.

Indians comprised 5% of Oklahoma State's freshman class.

The Observer's Classifieds: 1-3122

Singer, Killer

Reverend E. Hall, of longtime Oklahoma City, has announced plans to release a new album. The album will feature a variety of genres, including soul and R&B, and is expected to be released in the coming months.

Jurisdiction Probes Maryland Child Abuse

In Montgomery County, Maryland, a grand jury has been convened to investigate reports of child abuse. The investigation was prompted by allegations of neglect and abuse among local families. The grand jury is expected to issue a report on its findings.

Institutions Attract Homosexuals

The University of Oklahoma has announced plans to build a new dormitory for gay students. The dormitory will be the first of its kind in the state and is expected to attract a diverse population of students. The university is committed to providing a safe and welcoming environment for all students.
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Wreck Kills Stroud Man

why is one dryer more expensive
to operate? The big difference is 
GAS: Thrifty Gas dries clothes five times
costs. Gas is penny wise, pocket

Fire Ignited? It’s A Dirty At Gas Plant Double Cross

POOR GRADES?

Wreck Kills Stroud Man

Wreck Kills Stroud Man

This dryer dries one load—
for a price.

A GAS DRYER dries five loads for
the same price.

Conrad’s Family Soars Over Texas

Crime Rate Blamed On Poverty In U.S.
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People Called Top Problem

Traffic Safety Week

Boy Saved From Drowning Attempt

Smallest Quint Dies In Spain

Alaska Oil 'Growing'

GET IN SHAPE FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
ACCELERATED CRASH COURSE

Reds Repulsed At Bu Prang

Look what's happened since Maverick was introduced in April.

Your Ford Dealer fights the price rise
Rocky Says U.S. Must Aid Latin Dictatorships

Children In Trouble Topic Of PTA Conference
World Briefs

Egypt Claims Tank Attack

Braniff Brings Hawaii Closer to Oklahoma City.

Hospital Guarding GI Death Suspect

How Hemorrhoid Sufferers Can Have Comfortable Bowel Movements With Less Strain and Pain

Alcatraz Indians Reprieved

Receptions Follow Nuptials

New Help For Mentally Ill?

Wife Gives Praise To Drug Medication

A Unique Combination

WILSONS DECORATIVE CENTER & Packard Bell Offers Exclusive Spanish Styling with the Ultimate in Color TV and Stereo Enjoyment A Dramatic New Concept in Complete Home Entertainment From Packard Bell

Salvation Army Auxiliary Auctions Dolls
COWBOYS' BID FALLS SHORT

Rams Nudge Dallas, 24-23, Stay Perfect

COWBOYS' BID FALLS SHORT

Raiders Cut Down Chiefs

IOWA BAGS BLAZERS, 6-3

Bub's Blocking Contagious At OSU

Sooner-Cowboy Shootout Draws Near
Vikes Cruise To 52-14 Win

...Breaks Lift Colts To 24-21 Victory

Minneapolis, Minn. (AP) — Despite scoring two first-quarter touchdowns, the Minnesota Vikings fell behind 14-7 at halftime.

But Minnesota rallied for a 28-7 third-quarter lead, and the defense held off the Baltimore Colts in the final 20 minutes, winning 52-14.

The Vikings improved to 8-5, while the Colts fell to 7-6 with their third straight loss.

'We're No. 1' Horns Holler After Defeat

Final Ratings

Chargers Post Big Triumph

Hale Finishes No. 1 In State

Chiefs Blankers, 7-0

Browns Clinch Tie

Matthews In Finals, Turn Hopes To '70

Broncs Finish 3rd, Turn Hopes To '70

Bomber Tickets Still Remaining

Jets Shoot Past Cincy

Boston Burns Bills, 35-21

Talke Linebacker To Have Surgery

NHL Standings

American

Western

Central

CHL Standings

Gardner To Manage

Boomers, Colts Mix

Harris Out To Retain Crown

Ward Tires

Wards Town and Country Shocks

Penn Square

Compact 8 Track Car Stereo Tape Player

AGNEW
Bank President

In City Resigns

Richard M. Goold, 277 W. 23rd, announced his resignation Sunday to provide time to make personal adjustments to his home state of Texas to insure the position of president and make executive changes at the Oklahoma National Bank of 50th St.

Movie actor J. H. Grant, 277 W. 23rd, has been appointed general manager to fill the executive management and policy-making position. Paul W. H. Webster, 277 W. 23rd, has been appointed executive vice-president and general manager of the company's financial division.

Mrs. Mary E. McAlister, assistant manager of the First National Bank of Denver, was named executive vice-president of the company. She has been with the company for several years in the capacity of executive assistant to the president.

New York Times reports a recent article in the Times that the bank's financial and operating activities are under investigation by a special committee of the board of directors.

Admitting that this action will be difficult, the board of directors of the bank said it was necessary in the best interests of the bank.

GOO Maintains Oil Blockade

SANTA BARTOLA, CATU (D.P.): J. H. Grant, 277 W. 23rd, has been appointed general manager of the bank's oil division, which is engaged in developing and operating oil blockades.

The new general manager said that the bank is committed to maintaining a strong position in the oil industry, and that he expects the division to continue its successful operations.

Grant, who has been with the bank for several years in the capacity of assistant general manager, said that the bank is committed to maintaining a strong presence in the oil industry.

President Richard M. Goold, 277 W. 23rd, said that the bank is committed to maintaining a strong position in the oil industry, and that he expects the division to continue its successful operations.

The new general manager said that the bank is committed to maintaining a strong position in the oil industry, and that he expects the division to continue its successful operations.

The bank's financial and operating activities are under investigation by a special committee of the board of directors.

NO CORPORATION NEEDED

Postal service is really a monopoly, the court has held, and as such is subject to the antitrust laws. The court has held that the postal service is subject to the antitrust laws.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER CARRIERS

Branch 458

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73103

President

Richard M. Goold, 277 W. 23rd

The White House

Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President:

I am writing to ask...